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beads
maracas



diy instrument
maracas

beads (can be even mustard, pepper, beans,
rice, etc)
colourful, decorative tape, carioca, paint
scissor
glue
2 plastic/wooden spoons
Recipients that can be closed (Kinder surprise
eggs, 2 deeper caps, tubes, etc.)

NEEDED MATERIALS:



m
aracas

Fill the recipient up to 1/3-1/2 with beads. The smaller the container, the smaller
the beads should be

If the recipient is of small round dimensions, you can “grab” it with 2
plastic spoons that will be the handler. Secure them with tape

That’s it!

Close it and check the sound by
shaking it. Tape it or secure it with glue



rubber band
banjo



diy instrument
banjo

colourful, decorative tape, carioca, paint
scissor
glue
1 jar lid
3 rubber bands
1 wooden stick

NEEDED MATERIALS:



banjo
Colour or design the stick as you wish Pass over the lid the 3 rubber bands – depending on the size, you may need to

overpass it 2 times 

Glue them to the lid Attach the wooden stick and fix it with
glue

That’s it!



wooden stick
harmonica



diy instrument
harmonica

2 wooden sticks, of the same length
colourful, decorative tape, carioca, paint
paper
pencil
scissor
2 rubber bands
2 match sticks or toothpicks

NEEDED MATERIALS:



harm
onica

Make the outline of 1 of the sticks on the paper and cut it out Place the paper in between the 2 sticks

Tie together the sticks
with a rubber band

Break the matchstick and place it in
between the sticks, towards one of their

ends. Repeat this for the other end

That’s it!



Balloon Jar
drums



diy instrument
drums

clean jars, cans
balloons of different sizes
colourful, decorative tape, carioca, paint
scissor
2 sticks or pencils (beating sticks)

NEEDED MATERIALS:



drum
s

Decorate the jar or the can as you like

Take 1 balloon and
cut its throat away

Place the balloon on the jar and
adjust it to  it

Take the pencils and beat the drum.
That’s it!



metal caps
castanets



diy instrument
castanets

cardboard
pencil
ruler
scissor
colourful, decorative tape, carioca, paint
glue gun
2 metal bottle caps

NEEDED MATERIALS:



castanets
Measure and draw an approx. 3x14 cm

rectangular on the cardboard

Glue the bottle caps so the outside
parts can touch themselves while being

overlapped

That’s it!

Cut it out Fold it in two, at its middle point.
Decorate it as you wish


